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Object of studies:Object of studies: ultracold (fermionic) gas ultracold (fermionic) gas  

very dilute gas of atoms confned in external potental
and cooled down to very low temperatures!



Among the control parameters we can list: 
 temperature, 
 density, 
 type of atoms (bosons, fermions), 
 mixture, 
 (spin) polarizaton,
 shape of confning potental (cloud, 

   optcal latces, box potentals) 
 dimensionality (1d, 2d, 3d)

 interacton between atoms can be tunedinteracton between atoms can be tuned  
    over a wide range (via Feshbach resonances) 
      - the most unique ability!
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very dilute gas of atoms confned in external potental
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Source: https://physics.osu.edu/grad/prospective-students-0/research-department-physics/cold-atom-physics
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...our researches..

Source: https://physics.osu.edu/grad/prospective-students-0/research-department-physics/cold-atom-physics
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ultracold gas →ultracold gas → superfuid superfuid

Quantized Quantized 
vorticesvortices
→ direct 
    manifestation

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCJ24176enM 

Superfluidity=ability to flow without energy looses
Superfluidity=ability to flow without energy looses

Superfluid 
fountain 
effect in 4He
(liquid)

(gas)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kCJ24176enM
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SupersolidSupersolid: superfuid gas spontaneously organizes in 
                    a self-determined crystalline structure

Source: http://www.sci-news.com/physics/supersolid-quantum-gas-07123.html 

[1] J.-R. Li et al., Nature 543, 91 (2017).
[2] J. Léonard et al., Nature 543, 87 (2017).
[3] L. Tanzi et al., 
     Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 130405 (2019).
[4] F. Böttcher et al., 
     Phys. Rev. X 9, 011051 (2019).
[5] L. Chomaz et al., 
     Phys. Rev. X 9, 021012 (2019).
[6] M. Sohmen et al., 
     Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 233401 (2021).
[7] M. A. Norcia et al., Nature 596, 357 (2021)

http://www.sci-news.com/physics/supersolid-quantum-gas-07123.html
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Experimental observations 
of supersolid  in dipolar 

Bose-Einstein condensate.
Fig. taken from [7].

http://www.sci-news.com/physics/supersolid-quantum-gas-07123.html
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Bosons vs FermionsBosons vs Fermions

particles with integer spin (bosons):condensate in single state…… simplification of description.Bose-Einstein condesates, superfluid 4He
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particles with half-integer spin (fermions):obey Pauli principle…… correlations responsible for superfluidity…… harder to produce and describe theoretically.Superconductors, ultracold Fermi gases, nuclear systems, superfluid 3He…… this talk...
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...matter around us is build mainly from fermions… 
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particles with half-integer spin (fermions):obey Pauli principle…… correlations responsible for superfluidity…… harder to produce and describe theoretically.Superconductors, ultracold Fermi gases, nuclear systems, superfluid 3He…… this talk...

...matter around us is build mainly from fermions… 
Can we have analog of supersolid state for fermions?
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PflopsTflops

Density Functional Theory & HPCDensity Functional Theory & HPC
                                    →→ workhorse method for studying properties of materials

Importance of DFT 
in modern physics 
is directly linked 
with developments 
in HPC

Importance of DFT 
in modern physics 
is directly linked 
with developments 
in HPC
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Credit: https://www.nobelprize.org/

...triggered by...

...triggered by...
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Superconductivity and 
Superfluidity in Fermi 

systems is described by 
the same formalism!

Superconductivity and 
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In general superfluid DFT results with integro-differential equations...Beyond reach even for exascale systems…Unless approximation is used...
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SLDA: crucial for numerical treatment…Results with many PDEs...In practice at least petascale performance is required... 
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https://wslda.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/ 
Note: superfluid DFT is more demanding that standard DFT (about ~1000x)Note: superfluid DFT is more demanding that standard DFT (about ~1000x)

https://wslda.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/
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Exploratory results: Exploratory results: spontaneous breaking spontaneous breaking 
of translation symmetry in spin-imbalanced systems in 2Dof translation symmetry in spin-imbalanced systems in 2D

dwarf@WUT
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Superfluidity in spin-imbalanced systems (NSuperfluidity in spin-imbalanced systems (N↑↑≠≠NN↓↓)???)???Spin-up particle

Spin-down particle

Only paired particles can participate in “superflow”...Only paired particles can participate in “superflow”...Cooper pair

In spin-imbalanced system we have a problem…
  … there are particles that cannot form the Cooper pair…
  Open question: how unparied particles how unparied particles organize in space?organize in space?
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p(r)=0:
spin-symmetric 
superfluid

p(r)≠0:
unpaired particles 
reside here

Strength of 
the pairing 
correlations

Superfluidity 
is locally 
destroyed

Spin polarized droplet (ferron)Spin polarized droplet (ferron)

P. Magierski, B. Tüzemen, G. Wlazłowski, 
Phys. Rev. A 104, 033304 (2021)
Phys. Rev. A 100, 033613 (2019)



How stable are these objects?How stable are these objects?

P. Magierski, Bugra Tüzemen, G. Wlazłowski, Phys. Rev. A 100, 033613 (2019)
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Exploratory results: Exploratory results: spontaneous breaking spontaneous breaking 
of translation symmetry in spin-imbalanced systems in 2Dof translation symmetry in spin-imbalanced systems in 2D

Predictions of 
transition from disorder 
to ordered (supersolid) 
state. 

P. Magierski, B. Tüzemen, G. Wlazłowski, T. Zawiślak, unpublished (preliminary)

dwarf@WUT
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Exploratory resultsExploratory results::
prediction of supersolid in 3Dprediction of supersolid in 3D

Piz Daint
(CSCS)

Single run.

Relatively 
small 

volume!

Single run.

Relatively 
small 

volume!
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Objectives for LUMI Pilot Phase  Preliminary results indicate thatthe analog of supersolid statecan be present in spin-imbalanced Fermi gases.Provide more cases for 3D. We need to check stability of results with respect to the size of simulation domain (impact of finite size and discretization effects)Provide benchmarks about LUMI performance and stability (W-SLDA Toolkit is/was in use on system like: Summit, Piz Daint, Titan, Tsubame3.0…)Opportunity to learn about new technologies (hip), extending capabilities of W-SLDA towards exascale (we acknowledge help of LUMI User Support Group).
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Thank you. Research team @ WUT:
- Piotr Magierski
- Bugra Tüzemen
- Tomasz Zawiślak
- Andrzej Makowski

Research team @ WUT:
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- Tomasz Zawiślak
- Andrzej Makowski

Contact: 
gabriel.wlazlowski@pw.edu.pl
http://wlazlowski.fizyka.pw.edu.pl 

mailto:gabriel.wlazlowski@pw.edu.pl
http://wlazlowski.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/

